
Dragons aren’t as different from humans than you imagine. Watch how dragons navigate just life
in general, from simple motor actions such as sitting in human chairs and finding comfortable sleeping
positions. Dragons have noticed the most comfortable positions when it comes to sitting and sleeping
have to do with three vital points. Help them position their limbs in these vital positions just enough to
guarantee happy vibes from these dragons. Remember, happy dragons means generous dragons and
generous dragons means a whole lot of gold (points).

Spashta Caldozè is a Dragonish game, also known to humans as Change Up. In the Dragon
World, humans work for the dragons. Dragons have spa battles, where humans work to earn their favor
(and gain points). Pitting two spas against each other, the dragons determine which spa provides better
services by seeing who gets the highest sales (points) at the end of the day. Autonomous (the first 15
minutes of the day), while the dragons are still asleep, is when robots must go around gaining points by
subtly adjusting the dragons’ sleep positions. This is a time where dragons are highly cranky, which
means the robots must make very precise movements to keep them asleep. As a result, humans must
program the robots beforehand to follow a series of steps - no driver control allowed.

After Autonomous, the rest of the day, or Driver Control, begins. Robots representing their
respective spas drive around the spa arena massaging the dragons and earning their favor. A playing arena
has nine high quality leather massage sections, or towers, where any of the three positions - high, middle,
and low - earn a spa two points. For one pedicure, a spa is awarded two points, and it is equivalent to one
limb in the lowest seat in the high quality leather massage section, which come in sets of 3 seats. For one
manicure, a spa is awarded two points, and it is equivalent to one limb in the middle seat in the high
quality leather massage sections. For one tummy rub, a spa is awarded two points, and it is equivalent to
one limb in the highest seat in the high quality leather massage sections.

Furthermore, dragons have noticed the most comfortable positions when it comes to sitting and
sleeping have to do with three vital points. Humans (through their robots) must help them position their
limbs in these vital positions just enough to guarantee happy vibes (and more points) from each dragon. A
connected row, where each dragon has three limbs positioned in line, will earn the respective spa six
points. Finally, as the day draws to a close, spas get a tip of 100% (or double the points) if they turn on the
seat warmer for their dragon customer (doubling a goal). However, if two robots from the same spa rush
to the same seat (to turn on the seat warmer), the spa will not gain any points. Points are tallied up at the
end of the day, and the spa with the highest score is the champion! At least, until next month, when a new
season begins.


